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DispHred is the first disorder predictor that includes the effect of the solution pH in its calculations. The DispHred key

feature is profiling the pH-dependence disorder of a protein sequence across a pH interval, identifying pH-induced

order/disorder protein transitions. DispHred is freely available for academic users at

https://ppmclab.pythonanywhere.com/DispHred (https://ppmclab.pythonanywhere.com/DispHred).
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1. Conceptual framework

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are a class of polypeptides that do not require a defined folded structure to execute

their biological activities . IDPs' unfolded nature is intrinsically encoded in their primary sequence, which is generally

enriched in ionizable and polar residues and depleted of hydrophobic amino acids . Thus, IDPs' extended conformation

depends both on electrostatic repulsions between uncompensated charges and on a low hydrophobicity, which prevents

extensive protein compaction . Based on the balance between attractive and repulsive forces in IDPs, Uversky and

coworkers proposed that IDPs populated a distinct region in the mean net charge–hydropathy (C–H) phase space

diagram and demonstrated that an empirical boundary line could discriminate folded and disordered proteins . Under

that premise, a polypeptide sequence's disordered nature can be predicted by evaluating its C–H relationship in the

aforementioned attraction-repulsion scheme. The C–H plot analysis has been extensively applied for disorder prediction.

However, the C–H relationship of a given protein can be modulated by extrinsic factors to the sequence, inducing

order/disorder protein transitions. In Santos et al. 2020 , we revisited the C–H concept, on the evidence that both protein

net charge and hydrophobicity are dependent on pH. We used a machine learning strategy to delineate the most

discriminative boundary condition, which was highly similar to the one previously described by Uversky . Therefore, we

demonstrated that IDPs' pH-induced folding could be predicted by evaluating the C–H space diagram's pH dependence.

2. Predictor

DispHred was developed on the basis of the analysis mentioned above and is the first computational tool for predicting

protein disorder to consider the solution pH implicitly. DispHred computes the protein net charge per residue and the

mean hydrophobicity of a sequence as a function of pH. Then, DispHred applies a boundary condition to separate folded

and disordered proteins. DispHred positive values correspond to sequences classified as folded and negative values to

those predicted as disordered at the analyzed pH or pH range.
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3. Future perspectives

DispHred is the first disorder predictor dedicated to evaluating the solution's effect and constitutes a proof-of-concept for

the implementation of this kind of approach in future prediction methods. Intrinsically disorder tags are increasingly used

to solubilize proteins and to tweak the pharmacological properties of protein and peptide pharmaceuticals . We envision

that DispHred can be of significant help in these kinds of biotechnological applications.

Notably, the analysis of the local or global hydrophobicity of protein sequences is a pivotal stage in many bioinformatics

pipelines aimed to predict protein disorder and its associated properties.  Sequence hydrophobicity is strongly modulated

by pH, but this effect has been mostly neglected. Our results indicate that by applying a recently developed pH-dependent

hydropathy scale, this physicochemical property's contribution to disorder prediction can be extended to the full pH scale.

Thus, the implementation of pH-dependent hydropathy scales, like the one we use here, may portray more real-life

scenarios to current state-of-the-art disorder predicting algorithms. 
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